Appendix 2 – Proposed Memorials for Mansfield Crematorium including costs and income
projection.
It would still be viable to continue selling the memorial that are currently for sale as above however
the below should be in addition to the above to offer more choice.
Tower Plaques

Each plaque is sold per family. Each plaque is sold on a lease term basis of either 5 or 10 years to the
bereaved. (This includes inscription and installation as well as a 10 year lease). Other towers are also
available such as wishing wells, columns in all different sizes.

Granite Benches

Memorial Benches are fairly popular at Mansfield however maintenance of the current wooden
benches is proving costly, time consuming and currently purchased and sold at a loss to the
Authority.

Bird Boxes

Bird boxes come with a plaque and can be leased for 5 years to the bereaved and inscribed with a
name and date of birth and death or a small verse.

Memorial Mushroom

Memorial mushrooms can have a dual purpose. This type of memorial can be used for woodland
remembrance and for children’s remembrance. Each mushroom contains 3/4 plaques dependant on
size. Each plaque is sold to a different family on a 5 year lease term or a full mushroom can be
purchased per family for 5 years.

Columbarium

Different size columbarium can be purchased and used to house cremated remains aboveground as
another option of memorial for the bereaved. Each Columbarium is made to specification. Each
niche can be sold to the bereaved on a 10 year lease and hold up to 2 sets of cremated remains.
The average cost from suppliers for this type of memorial varies depending on style.
Also attached is the Commercial options for different memorials that are offered at other
crematorium with current and proposed income for information, and costs and proposed income of
the options provided for Mansfield. (Appendix 3)

